
Cloud Collection and Analysis  
Made Simple  
Magnet AXIOM Aids in the Support of Corporate Investigations

THE CHALLENGE

Key pieces of evidence in these cases include email, Google Suite, 
Microsoft® Office® 365 documents, and messaging services such as 
Skype for Business and Slack. However, obtaining forensic artifacts 
from these data sources isn’t without its challenges. Obtaining data  
from cloud services or encrypted machines/devices, along with 
demonstrating malicious intent vs. inadvertent access, can  
be especially difficult.

I use AXIOM for] cloud 
collection and analysis. It 
makes triage fast/simple.”
—  Brian Wolfinger, Executive, Wolfinger Forensics

COMPANY OVERVIEW

Wolfinger Forensics is a small, Maryland-
based company that supports corporate 
investigations of a variety of misconduct, 
from insider and external threats, to fraud 
and theft of intellectual property and trade 
secrets, to employee misconduct such as  
harassment and misuse of corporate assets.
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HOW AXIOM HELPS

AXIOM’s ability to retrieve selected data from the Cloud using Office 365 administrative credentials has 
been crucial to finding important evidence faster. So, too, is AXIOM’s ability to recover more evidence from 
deleted or unallocated space—including evidence of malicious acts of deletion.

Malicious intent is easier to establish using Connections in AXIOM. The graphically linked connections 
between artifacts found in the cloud and those found on computers (e.g. jump lists, LNK files, MRU lists, 
etc.) helps examiners to visualize file activity, including creation, access, transfer, and deletion.

Finally, showing this kind of activity through AXIOM’s flexible exporting and reporting options helps examiners 
to present case findings to stakeholders such as HR or legal teams.
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Learn more at magnetforensics.com 

For more information call us at 1-844-638-7884 
or email sales@magnetforensics.com
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SEE AXIOM IN ACTION FOR YOURSELF

Want to learn more about Magnet AXIOM and how it can help you in your investigations?  
Visit magnetaxiom.com for more info and to request a free 30-day trial.
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